A stable single-Iobe beam deflectlon ln coupled twin-stripe semiconductor lasers ls studied both experlmentally and theoretically. It is also demonstrated that the laser oscillation can be switched between a slngle-Iongitudinal mode oscillation and a multi-longitudlnal mode oscillation by slmply varying the ratio of current lnJection lnto the two strlpes.
Introduction
In view of expanding the appllcation fields of semiconductor lasers, a large amount of efforts has been devoted to the development the current injection ratio r = 12 / ( Ir + 12 ), where 11 and IZ are ttre inj-ectidn currents -.pplied[ to the individual stripes and the Iaser output is fixed at 2 mW. It can be seen that, ds the degree of asymmetry in the injection levels is increased ( r-*0, r-1.0 ), the output beam is deflected towards the stripe with Iower injection levels and a clear beam deflection of + 4.50 ls achieved for 0 that, while the far-f iel-d pattern is of pure single l-obe in a certaln region of r around the symmetr I c injection ( r = 0.5 ), a small shoulder appears on one side of the main lobe under hiShIy asylnmetric inJ ections ( r-0, r-1.0 ).
In order to gain further insight into the mechanism of the change ln the far-field patterns with r, the Iasing spectra has been measured as a function of r as shown in Fig. 3 A careful observation of these phenomena including the observation of spectrally resolved far-field and near-field patterns has revealed that the variation of r causes a switching between two distinct lateral modes, A and B, leading to the switching between the single-and mul-ti-longitudinal mode oscillations.
Analysis and Discussion
The lateral mode behavior of CTLs has been numerically analyzed taking account of the effects of the carrier-induced refractive-lndex change on the waveguiding. Calcul 
